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Mabanee Co announced signing another
leasing agreement with BVLGARI
International Company to induct its leg-

endary name BVLGARI, Italy’s renowned brand in
fine jewelry and watches among other diversified
portfolio in luxury goods and accessories, to
include occupying a leasable area of more than 500
square meters in Prestige, one of The Avenues new
districts.

On this occasion, Leasing Director at Mabanee
Co Saud Abdul Mohsen Al-Zabin expressed his
great pleasure of joining BVLGARI, the renowned
Italian luxury brand, to the series of high-end
brands at Prestige to ultimately complete the
world class luxury shopping experience. Al-Zabin
also emphasized that Mabanee Co strives towards
bringing international upscale brands and design-

ers to reposition The Avenues as the leading retail
centers in the region offering the ultimate shop-
ping experience to its visitors. 

BVLGARI, founded in 1884, is an Italian luxury
goods company with an enriched legacy of design-
ing the distinct collections of fine jewelries, as well
as luxury watches, fragrances and leather goods.
And throughout its history, BVLGARI has been a
continued story of success due to its expensively
unique and creative characters in fine jewelry
through incorporating both classic and contempo-
rary schools of design handcrafted by the World’s
greatest artists and designers. At the height of its
global milestone success, BVLGARI market entry
into Prestige district at The Avenues is a solid proof
of how its brand loyalty is so attached towards its
local clientele due to its ongoing new waves and

trendy designs in fine jewelry and other luxury
goods as well. 

Prestige district is the largest concentration of
elegance and luxury, housing 48 international
high-end brands and exotic culinary experiences to
also include 12 of the largest flagship stores in the
Middle East. Prestige also provides a world class
shopping experience through luxurious and
sophisticated designs to reflect an enriched
ambiance as well as upscale amenities to its visitors
who can exclusively access Prestige district from
the Shaikh Zayed Bin Sultan Al-Nahyan Road.   

BVLGARI signs in as the latest 
luxury brand at Prestige, The Avenues

The Body Shop announced the launch of luxurious;
special-edition collections that are here to spice up
the holidays so every woman can spoil herself each

and every day. Evoking the heart-warming spirit of this
season, these decadent delights are bursting with natu-
ral ingredients, sumptuous textures and the gorgeous
gourmand scents: zingy Ginger Sparkle; fruity Cranberry
Joy; and indulgent Vanilla Bliss. 

Ginger Sparkle: With lavish, textures and a warm,
spicy fragrance, this ginger-infused Special Edition col-
lection is a feast for the senses. It contains body polish,
shower gel, hand lotion, hand wash, shimmer lotion and
body butter.

Cranberry Joy: The much-loved, delectable Cranberry
Joy collection is back for the holidays. This rich line-up of
bath, body and home fragrance treats containing cran-
berry extract and a raft of skin-beneficial Community Fair
Trade ingredients has a mouth-watering fruity fragrance.

Vanilla Bliss: It offers a unique, top-to-toe experience
with wonderfully indulgent Vanilla Bliss. Enriched with
vanilla extract and a host of richly decadent Community
Fair Trade ingredients, the lavish collection has a deli-
cious gourmand fragrance. Time for some delicious me-
time!

So, at The Body Shop, customers enjoy the thrill of
finding naturally-inspired products, rich in the highest-
quality ingredients, which deliver true beauty innovation
and efficacy. 

“Take comfort in knowing that a gift from The Body
Shop helps spread JOY far and wide. As a Brand, we
encourage and take concrete actions to help others,

through our Campaigns, our commitment to animal wel-
fare, our endeavour to protect the planet and our
Community Fair Trade program, which helps to enrich
the lives of some 300,000 people living in marginalized

communities around the world. 80% of our products
contain one or more Community Fair Trade ingredients.
We call this Beauty with Heart!’ said Brett Lilley - Business
Manager at The Body Shop.

Catch ‘The Body Shop’
special editions while you can

The Holiday season is all about fun, fresh pops of col-
or, traditional holiday patterns and cozy cups of
cocoa as you cuddle up with your loved ones and

enjoy the cooler weather. The Gap Holiday Collection is
inspired by Swiss Lodges, Starry Nights, Cherries Jubilee,
Snowballs and Enchanted Forests and has something to
suit every little girl and boy!

‘The Warm Up’ is an exciting collection for both boys
and girls, which is making a big statement this season.
Vivacious accessories and Gap active classics are rein-
vented using exciting color palettes which are as bright
as they are icy. Traditional silhouettes are cozy, while
combining fun and unexpected color infusions. Key
items from this collection include FairIsle sweaters and
sweater dresses, woven tops, colored cords and icy-col-
ored, light wash denim. Ivory fur-lined accessories pull
this collection together beautifully.

‘Park Avenue’ is an extension of The Warm Up style
story, with the Park Ave little lady sharing The Warm Up

girl’s love for bright, icy, neon hues. A bit more luxe and
ladylike, this collection is casual enough to wear through-
out the day and includes beautiful pieces such as tweed
and party dresses. Park Avenue for boys has elements of
English sportswear, inspired by winter in the big city. This
wardrobe consists of bright, warm wovens and knits, 5-
pocket corduroys, and lined-bottom trousers. 

‘All that Glitters’ encompasses a palette of soft, pretty
hues, completed with sparkly corduroys, foiled denims,
and oh-so-sweet dresses for girls.

Navy is the new black, according to the ‘Starry Night’
style story. This darling collection is as rich as the night
it’s inspired by. With a color palette resembling shades of
cloud and sky, tasteful embellishments contrast perfectly
against bold textures of velvet and pretty graphic tees.
Winter party dresses, open stitch sweaters and feminine
eye lash dresses encapsulate this perfectly pretty collec-
tion while the boys’ collection includes check and cham-
bray dressy shirts and masculine, structured blazers. 

‘Simple Chic’ continues to keep the bold color palate
fresh, updating key transitional items with new color
blocking and clean graphics for striped dresses, woven
tops, fashion sweaters, and printed denim.  

The ‘Lemon Drop’ girl’s collection is inspired by
authentic Gap brand classics such as denim and great
knits, injected with modern, fresh elements.  

The babyGap Holiday Collection is an artful combina-
tion of all things cute and cozy, drawing inspiration from
style stories such as, ‘Wonderland,’ ‘Pastoral Living,’ ‘Rhode
Island,’ and ‘Rose Cliff.’

Inspired by the stunning scenery of the region, the
‘Rhode Island’ style story celebrates long weekends with
friends and family, reflected in fun, optimistic color
palettes consisting of vibrant pops of color in easy-to-
wear holiday fabrics. 

The ‘Enchanted Forest’ style story is perfect for the
cooler months.  Fun prints, intarsias, and graphics on
bodysuits and novelty one-pieces create an irresistible

holiday moment, making this the perfect collection for
the giving season. 

The charming, ‘Snowball’ style story is focused around
a palette of ivory with tones of gray and a fun pop of col-
orful red.

The ‘Biltmore Manor’ style story unveils a soft color
palette starkly contrasted against unexpected splashes of
color creating an exciting kaleidoscopic palette.

‘Wonderland’ is inspired by a twist on the classic tale,
Alice in Wonderland, with graphic bodysuits, dot-printed
cardigans and adorable knit one-pieces encapsulating
the ultimate newborn wardrobe. 

Nautical inspiration personifies the ‘Bar Harbour’ col-
lection as piqued bodysuits, whale icon sweaters, printed
dresses, and cap-toe ballet pumps knot the babyGap
Holiday Collection together, perfectly!

Gap Kids and babyGap Holiday Collection 2013


